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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a new deep-reading logging-while-drilling electromagnetic (EM) logging method to
detect bed boundaries ahead of bit. Unlike all existing EM logging approaches, the new method is based
on the scattered electric field radiated by a magnetic dipole antenna. By analyzing the characteristics of
electric tensor responses in layered formations, optimal look-ahead electric component is selected. The
selected scattered field contributes to a large portion of the total field and is strongly sensitive to the
boundary position. The measured voltage from the scattered electric component can be tens of times
larger than that from the scattered magnetic fields and it attenuates slower. Thus, the detection capa-
bility improves significantly. A coaxial open-loop half-circle antenna is then proposed to measure the
electric field in logging while drilling environment. A practical tool implementation equipped with two
tilted close-loop antennas and two open-loop antennas is further developed for look-ahead application.
Numerical results demonstrate that the detection depth of the new look-ahead tool can be up to 40 m
under favorable conditions. Compared with current look-ahead logging tools, the new method not only
significantly shortens the tool size, but also can recognize the boundary position and azimuth.
© 2021 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

Look-ahead and look-around technologies are of great impor-
tance in accurate geosteering, precise geo-stopping as well as geo-
scoping while drilling (Bittar et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2015; Antonsen
et al., 2018; Nejadi et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021a). Taking advan-
tage of extra-deep azimuthal resistivity measurements, the drilling
operators are now capable of extracting remote boundaries around
the wellbore in real-time (Wei et al., 2010; Rabinovich et al., 2012;
Seydoux et al., 2014; Hartmann et al., 2014; Wang and Fan, 2019;
Wu et al., 2020). These measurements can also see the boundaries
ahead of the bit in simple geological scenarios such as the folding
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structure (Upchurch et al., 2015; Puzyrev et al., 2018; Thiel and
Omeragic, 2019). However, their look-ahead capability reduces
rapidly with the decreasing relative dipping angles. To solve this
challenge, the Electro Magnetic Look Ahead (EMLA) deep direc-
tional resistivity service has been introduced lately (Constable et al.,
2016; Guo et al., 2020). EMLA can provide a large look-ahead scope
ranging from several meters to tens of meters (Khalil et al., 2018).
Unfortunately, the deep-reading capability is achieved at the
expense of overlong tool spacing which adds to the difficulty in the
signal synchronization between transmitter (T) and receiver (R). In
addition, the interpretation of EMLA data relies heavily on the prior
information of the formation behind the transmitter sub. Therefore,
it is mandatory to develop a new deep look-ahead method that not
only has tool size as short as possible but also shows less de-
pendency on the prior information.

To date, almost all current logging-while-drilling (LWD) elec-
tromagnetic (EM) logging tools are composed of closed-loop coils,
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namely the magnetic dipole (MD) type antenna (Hagiwara et al.,
2005; Lee et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2013; Li, 2014). Theoretically,
the essence of these logging methods is utilization of the magnetic
fields from the MD source (Mallan and Torres-Verdin, 2007; Hong
and Yang, 2011; Hu et al., 2017). To detect the formations ahead
of bit, EMLA mainly uses the coaxial and coplanar magnetic com-
ponents (Larsen et al., 2018). However, these components lack
enough azimuthal sensitivity and their detection depth is dictated
by the T-R spacing. Consequently, short-size look-ahead tool using
the magnetic fields is almost intractable.

The electrical field radiated by an MD source can be a good
complement and may even be a potential alternative to current
detection method due to its strong amplitude and slow attenuation
(Li, 2016). By using the y-direction electric field from the axial MD
transmitter, Wang et al. (2020) proposed a new ultra-deep
boundary detection method with short tool size. The new
method was most suitable for horizontal wells and lost look-ahead
capability in vertical wells. Recently, Hagiwara (2018) found that
the transverse electric field from a horizontal MD can look-ahead of
the tool much more deeply than the existing magnetic field based
method. However, only the total electric field is considered. Overall,
the electric field has rarely been systematically discussed, and its
look-ahead capability needs to be further investigated.

In this paper, a new look-ahead method based on the scattered
electric fields from theMD source is developed. The optimal electric
component is selected and a practical antenna implementation is
proposed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the optimal
look-ahead electric component is derived first, followed by the
investigation of the scattered fields for boundary detection. Then, a
new and practical look-ahead tool is proposed by using the open-
loop antennas and tilted MD antennas. The spatial sensitivity dis-
tributions and look-ahead performance of the new tool in vertical
or deviated wells are also investigated.

2. Look-ahead method based on the scattered electric field

In this section, the optimal electric component radiated by an
MD antenna is determined for the look-ahead application. The
characteristics of the scattered electric field are also investigated
with special emphasis on the attenuation property and azimuthal
sensitivity. To demonstrate the advantages of the electric field
based look-ahead method, the basic components of current EMLA
tool, i.e. the coplanar and coaxial magnetic components (Hxx and
Hzz), are also considered and analyzed.

2.1. Selection of optimal look-ahead electric component

Considering a triaxial MD source with three mutually orthog-
onal antennas oriented at x, y and z directions (Wang et al., 2016),
the electric field tensor (E) can be measured at the receiver,

E¼
0
@ Exx Exy Exz

Eyx Eyy Eyz
Ezx Ezy Ezz

1
A (1)

where Eij signifies the j-oriented electric fields emitted by an i-
oriented MD antenna. Among the nine components, only some of
them are suitable for boundary detection. To get optimal look-
ahead component, a two-layered model is established. As shown
in Fig. 1a, the upper and lower beds are with resistivities 10 U$m
and 1 U$m, respectively.

Assuming the EM logging tool penetrates the interface with
relative dipping angles of 0�, 30�, 60� and 89�, Fig. 1b to e presents
the electric tensor responses as a function of the recording points.
Obviously, Exx, Exz, Eyy, Ezx and Ezz read zeros at all recording
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positions. Hence, these components will be ignored hereafter. The
rest four components can be divided into two types: Type I - Eyz and
Ezy and Type II - Exy and Eyx. The former achieves best boundary
detection performance in horizontal wells, while it will be unin-
formative to the existence of the approaching interface in vertical
wells. By contrast, the latter becomes abnormal near the boundary
and the abnormal area enlarges slightly with decreasing dipping
angle. Exy and Eyx have almost identical abnormal zone, giving rise
to similar detection scopes. However, Eyx encountered discontinu-
ities at the boundary, which will inevitably add difficulty to the data
interpretation. As a result, Exy is the best choice for look-ahead
application.
2.2. Strength and attenuation of look-ahead component

Theoretically, the scattered electric or magnetic field is the key
of boundary detection, thus only the scattered field is considered in
this subsection. The magnetic field can be readily achieved by using
an MD antenna with radius a. The measured voltage for Hxx and Hzz

can be written as Vxx and Vzz (Xiao et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2021b),

Vxx ¼ iumpa2Hxx; Vzz ¼ iumpa2Hzz (2)

where u and m are the angular frequency and magnetic perme-
ability, respectively. To measure the electric field, one usually uses
the electric dipole (ED) antenna, i.e. a straight wire. Assuming the
electric field along the wire is almost invariant, the measured
voltage (Vxy) for Exy can be calculated as

Vxy ¼ Exy,l (3)

where l is the length of ED antenna. For the logging instrument, it is
natural to set l to be the tool diameter, l ¼ 2a. In what follows, a is
set to 5 cm which approximates to the tool radius.

To demonstrate the advantages of the electric fields, the
important factors (strength and attenuation) dominating the
detection performance are investigated. For simplicity, the relative
dipping is set to zero, simulating a vertical well. Taking a two
layered formation for example, Fig. 2 shows the relationship be-
tween the voltage strength and the recording positions. Here, the
operating frequency is fixed to 100 kHz and the T-R spacings are set
to 1.0 m, 5.0 m and 15.0 m, respectively. As we can see, the
measured voltage decays much slower in the resistive bed than in
the conductive one. The voltage from the electric field is tens of
times larger than that from the magnetic fields. Therefore, one turn
of the antenna is enough for the ED receiver to guarantee the signal
strength. Moreover, the strength of Vxy enlarges with decreasing T-
R spacing, which further favors the boundary detection with short
spacing.

Fig. 3 further displays the strength ratio between the scattered
and incident fields. Since the scattered and incident fields are the
effective information and useless signal for boundary detection, the
strength ratio can be treated as the signal to noise ratio (SNR). For
short tool size, the SNR of the magnetic field is usually very small,
which means the incident fields contribute most to the measured
signal. Consequently, it is difficult to accurately extract the effective
information. By contrast, the scattered Exy can be up to 20 percent of
the incident field, and the corresponding SNR is 7 times of the
magnetic field. As the T-R spacing enlarges, the SNR of the EM fields
increases rapidly and the SNR separation between three measure-
ments narrows. When the spacing is 15 m and the transmitter lies
within the resistive layer, the electric field and the coplanar mag-
netic component have almost identical SNR.



Fig. 1. The electric tensor responses in a two-layered formation: (a) formation model; (b) Exy and Eyx; (c) Eyz and Ezy; (d) Exx, Eyy and Ezz; (e) Exz and Ezx. The T-R spacing and operating
frequency are 2.0 m and 100 kHz, respectively.

Fig. 2. The voltage strength from the scattered electric and magnetic fields as a function of the recording points, when the T-R spacing is (a) 1.0 m; (b) 5.0 m; and (c) 15.0 m. The
operating frequency is 100 kHz and the recording point is at the transmitter.
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2.3. Azimuthal sensitivity of the look-ahead EM fields

The sensitivity to formation azimuth is another important
feature dominating the detection performance. To this end, Fig. 4
compares the responses of scattered electric and magnetic fields
when the transmitter vertically penetrates a two layered formation
from top to bottom. The resistivities of upper and lower beds are
50 U$m and 5 U$m, respectively. Here, the T-R spacing is set to 5 m.
It is clear that themagnetic responses become nonlinear nearby the
bed boundary. This curve complexity inevitably adds to the diffi-
culty in formation interpretation and data processing. What's
worse, the azimuthal sensitivity of the Hxx and Hzz components is
weak. For example, no matter the transmitter approaches a resis-
tive or conductive bed, the observed values in the first layer will
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always be positive. By contrast, the scattered Exy shows opposite
value signs, indicting strong azimuthal sensitivity to boundaries
above or below. In addition, the scattered electric response is
monotonous in either bed, which enables an “eyeball” or qualitative
evaluation of the formation property ahead of the bit. From the
perspective of the simplicity and sensitivity of the measurement,
the scattered electric component exceeds over the magnetic fields.
3. Look-ahead tool based on the scattered electric field

3.1. Antenna configuration of a new look-ahead measurement

Fig. 5a presents a practical implementation of a new look-ahead
tool which is composed of two 45� tilted MD antennas (T1 and T2)



Fig. 3. Strength ratio between the scattered and incident fields as a function of the recording points, when the spacing is (a) 2.0 m; (b) 6.0 m; (c) 15.0 m. The operating frequency is
100 kHz and the recording point is at the transmitter.

Fig. 4. Azimuthal sensitivity of the scattered electric and magnetic fields: (a) a two-layered formation model; (b) Exy; (c) Hxx and Hzz. Here, the operating frequency and T-R spacing
are set to 100 kHz and 5.0 m, respectively.

Fig. 5. (a) Antenna configuration of the new look-ahead tool which consists of two 45� tilted MD transmitters and two ME antennas; (b) schematic of the ME antenna.
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and two receivers (R1 and R2). Each receiver is an open-loop half-
circle antenna, also known as the ME antenna (Li et al., 2018).
Theoretically, the ME antenna can be equivalent as the super-
position of a half MD antenna and an ED antenna, as shown in
Fig. 5b. T2R1 and T1R2 are combined to directly eliminate the pri-
mary electric field. Assuming the radius of the MD or ME antenna is
a, the measured signal VME at the receiver can be expressed as

VME ¼ iumpa2

4

�
HT2R1
zz þ HT1R2

zz

�
þ
�
iumpa2

4

�
HT2R1
xz þ HT1R2

xz

�

þa,
�
ET2R1
zy þ ET1R2

zy

� �
cos4 þ a,

�
ET2R1
xy þ ET1R2

xy

�
cos24

þ a,
�
ET2R1
yx þ ET1R2

yx

�
sin2

4

¼ VI þ VIIcos4þ VIIIcos24þ VIVsin2
4 (4)

where 4 is the tool rotation angle and the superscript TiRj signifies
the EM field at Rj radiated by Ti. VI-VIV can be readily separated by
fitting the azimuth-dependent signal to a Fourier series. The
measured voltages are then converted to the attenuation (Att) and
phase shift (PS) geosignals,

Att ¼ 20lg10

���VI þ VIII
������VI � VIII
���; PS

¼ angle
�
VI þ VIII

�
� angle

�
VI � VIII

�
(5)
3.2. Spatial sensitivity distribution

The geometrical factor (GF) is an effective tool to showcase the
spatial contributions to measured signals (Habashy et al., 1993).
Letting V1¼VI þ VIII, V2¼VI�VIII and assuming the transmitter and
the receiver are located at rt(0,0,L/2) and rR(0,0,�L/2), V1/V2 can be
formulated as

ln V1 � ln V2 ¼ ln Sþ iD4 (6)

where S is the amplitude ratio and D4 signifies the phase shift.
Differentiating Eq. (6) yields
Fig. 6. Sensitivity distributions of the new look-ahead tool (a) at xoz plane; and (b) at yoz pla
response.
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d ln Sþ idD4 ¼ dV1

V1
� dV2

V2
¼ dV1 � dV2

V1
: (7)

Using linear approximation, the attenuation and phase shift GFs,
gAtt and gPS, can be expressed as (Wang et al., 2019)

d ln Sþ i,dD4 ¼ dsðr0 Þ
�
gAtt þ i,gPS

�
(8)

ds(r’) depicts the conductivity difference between the formation
and background medium.

Fig. 6 shows the GFs of the new look-ahead tool operated at
10 kHz in a 10 U$m formation. Obviously, gAtt and gPS have the
strongest sensitivity nearby the transmitter/receiver, and they are
anti-symmetric with respect to the transverse plane at the tool
middle point. The new tool is sensitive to formations ahead, behind
and around the tool, corresponding to three different zones. For the
look-around zone, the positive and negative contributions will
cancel with each other, resulting in a zero tool response. This means
the new measurement is less affected by the formation units be-
tween the T/R antennas. By contrast, the contributions of look-
ahead and look behind zones are opposite, indicating the
azimuthal sensitivity to the boundary ahead of or behind the tool.
3.3. The look-ahead capability in vertical well

To demonstrate the detection performance of the new tool, we
consider a two-layered medium, where the resistivities of the
resistive and conductive beds are set to 100 U$m and 10 U$m,
respectively. When the tool vertically penetrates the boundary
from top to bottom, the simulated geosignals are displayed in Fig. 7.
The tool reads almost zero far away from boundaries. By contrast,
the geosignals becomes nonzero when the boundary is within the
tool's detection scope. The large abnormal area indicates the strong
look-ahead scope of the new measurement. Assuming 0.25 dB and
1.5 deg are the thresholds for Att and PS geosignals, the maximum
depths of detection (DoD) in the resistive bed can be up to 16.1 m
and 24.1 m, whereas they are 12.1 m and 9.7 m in conductive for-
mation. Another good feature of the new measurement is the
azimuthal sensitivity to boundaries ahead of the tool. Taking the
geosignals in resistive bed for example, the response value with the
boundary ahead is opposite to that with the boundary behind.

Using the same formation model as Fig. 7a, Fig. 8 further shows
ne. The blue/red color of each pixel depicts the negative/positive contribution to overall



Fig. 7. Responses of the new in a two-layered medium: (a) formation model; (b) Att geosignal; (c) PS geosignal. The operating frequency and spacing are 100 kHz and 3.0 m,
respectively.

Fig. 8. “Picasso Plot” showing the look-ahead capability: (a) Att geosignal; (b) PS geosignal. The operating frequency and spacing are 100 kHz and 3.0 m, respectively.
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the relationship between the DoDs and the resistivity contrast
between the tool formation and surrounding bed. Here, the color of
each pixel depicts the DoD. From the 2D map (also known as the
“Picasso Plot”), we can make the following observations: (1) the
left-upper zone, corresponding to detecting a conductive shoulder
bed, has bigger value than right-lower zone which corresponds to
detecting a resistive shoulder in conductive bed. This means the
tool has a better look-ahead capability in resistive bed than in
conductive formation; (2) the DoD in formation with large re-
sistivity contrast can be easily up to tens of meters, up to 13 times
larger than the T-R spacing. The tool also has a deep look-ahead
ability even if the resistivity contrast is relatively low; (3) the
DoD is not linearly dependent on the increasing resistivity. This
nonlinearity is caused by the nonlinear tool responses, e.g. the
double peaks in Fig. 7b.
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3.4. Effects of tool spacing and operating frequency on the DoD

Theoretically, the tool's detection performance is not only a
function of the formation resistivity, but also is dominated by tool
spacing and operating frequency. To quantify the latter two factors,
we build a two-layered model (Fig. 9a) where the upper and lower
beds are with resistivity 10 U$m and 1 U$m, respectively. When the
spacing is set to 0.5 m, 2.0 m and 5.0 m, the corresponding simu-
lated attenuation geosignals are shown in Fig. 9b. It is clear that the
scope of nonzero zone enlarges with increasing T-R spacing, indi-
cating the improved DoD. However, when the tool crosses the bed
boundary, the Att responses of the large tool spacing are close to
zero and the length of this area almost equals the T-R spacing. The
existence of the large zero-platform nearby the boundary will
inevitably result in the interpretation difficulty of the observed
data. Fig. 9c also shows Att geosignals when the operating fre-
quency ranges from 5 kHz to 500 kHz. Obviously, the tool's detec-
tion scope is inversely proportional to the operating frequency. In



Fig. 9. Att geosignals in a two-layered medium: (a) a two-layered formation model; (b) geosignals with different spacing; (c) geosignals with different frequency.

Fig. 10. 2D map illustrating the relationship between tool spacing, operating frequency
and DoD. Here, the resistivities of tool formation and shoulder bed are 10 U$m and
1 U$m, respectively.
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addition, when the operating frequency decreases, the signal
strength increases significantly, whereas the shape of Att curves
keeps almost unchanged.

Assuming the tool is located at the resistive layer, the relation-
ship between the maximum DoD, T-R spacing and the operating
frequency is then simulated and displayed in terms of a 2D map, as
shown in Fig.10. Here, the resistivities of tool layer and surrounding
bed are 10 U$m and 1 U$m, respectively. The tool axis is perpen-
dicular to the formation boundary. Obviously, longer T-R spacing
and lower operating frequency will give rise to a large detection
scope, while shorter spacing and higher frequency correspond to a
small DoD. When the T-R spacing exceeds 1.0 m, the DoD is nor-
mally bigger than 8 m. The DoD values keep almost unchanged
when the spacing is larger than 5.0 m. Therefore, the T-R spacing of
the new tool is better within 1.0e5.0 m. For the selection of oper-
ating frequency, we recommend using the frequency band between
5 and 500 kHz. This is reasonable because the tool with high
operating frequency gives a shallow DoD and the over-low fre-
quency may result in the weak signal of the scattered electric field.
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3.5. Detection performance in deviated wells

After quantifying the detection performance in vertical well, it is
natural to ask how the tool response changes with the relative
dipping and what the look-ahead tool performs in deviated or
horizontal wells. Fig. 11 compares the Att and PS geosignals with
different dipping angles. The predefined formation model, shown
in Fig. 11a, is composed of a 10 U$m resistive bed and 1 U$m
conductive bed. The new look-ahead tool is operated at 100 kHz
and its spacing is set to 2.0 m. The tool response keeps almost
unchanged when the relative dipping is less than 30�. Compared
with the response from low deviated wells, much simpler re-
sponses are observed in horizontal wells, indicating the reduced
nonlinearity and complexity.

When the tool layer resistivity is changing and the resistivity of
surrounding bed is fixed to 1 U$m, the relationship between the
DoD, relative dipping angle and tool formation resistivity is shown
in Fig. 12. In this case, the operating frequency and T-R spacing are
identical to that used in Fig. 11. It is obvious that the look-ahead
scope of the new tool is almost independent on the relative dip-
ping angle when a is less than 30�. As the dipping angle further
goes up, the DoD reduces slightly and it will reach the lowest value
in horizontal well.
4. Conclusion

A new deep-reading look-ahead method based on the electric
field has been developed. The kernel of the new method is
employing the y-direction scattered electric field radiated by x-
direction MD antennas. The scattered electric field has two main
advantages: (a) the voltage from the electric field has strong signal
strength and slow attenuation; and (b) the scattered electric field is
able to recognize the boundary azimuth. Using the exceptional
properties of the electric field in combinationwithMD transmitters
and ME receivers, the proposed look-ahead tool is able to see the
remote boundary ahead. In favorable conditions, the new tool's
DoD can be up to 40 m, ten times larger than the T-R spacing.
Moreover, the new tool will achieve maximum look-ahead capa-
bility in vertical wells. The numerical results demonstrate that the
new method has great potential in realizing ultra-deep boundary
detection with short offset and it may be a promising alternative to



Fig. 11. Tool responses with different dipping angels: (a) a two-layered formation model (b) Att geosignal; (c) PS geosignal. The spacing and operating frequency are 2.0 m and
100 kHz, respectively.

Fig. 12. Look-ahead capability as a function of tool formation resistivity and relative
dipping angle. Here, the resistivity of the remote surrounding bed is 1 U,m.
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current look-ahead technology.
Despite of the good performance of this method, there are also

problems worthy of discussion. It is a valuable research subject that
how to measure electric field within a borehole and to analyze the
environmental effects, e.g. mud conductivity, eccentricity and drill
collar. Besides, fast and robust inversion method is also mandatory
to interpret the complicated tool responses and to accurately derive
the boundaries ahead of bit.
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